NATIONAL UMMA PARTY FOR JUST PEACE &
DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE

The only safe option is engineering a new road toward governance,
peace and constitution a process that will not exclude anyone and shall
not be dominated by anyone. Viability of this process necssate the rejme
to declare a real & serious steps towards a new morning .
We always call repeatedly this new morning can be a chieved
through the road map, but cicumstances will not allows and readiness of
the stake holders which means if the rejme really wants a safe exist for
themselves and the country he should put all before their responsibility
that the fruitfulness of the road map is the sulution by abiding of the
following: (1) New Procedures are:
Cessation of hostility and a mechanism to observe the fare
impelimentation .
-Flow of humanitarian relive under Usaid &Red Cross
-Release of all political detainees & PW ( presoners of war) .
-General Freedom
-Abiding by General Amesty
(2) Cmperhensive Peace Just should be based on the following:
-Sudanese Identity is complexion of population diversity
-Equality in Citizenship in both Rights & Duties
-Admitting that Citizens are affected by the unfair Devolopment
,Services, Sharing Power and abiding by Just &the required Balance
-Asuring to remove war effects by returning the rights and paying
compansation
-Reinstruturing of the armed forces in a way to show it is Nationality and
organising other armed forces
(3) Establishing Transitional, National Government featuring:
-Transitional Governance not monopoliesed by one nor excluding any
one
-All stake holder to be represented sympolicly
-Most of it Technocrats
-The Mission:To appolish impowerment effects, reaching a compromise
with the ICC to be acepted by the Security Counsil, transitional just by
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hibread Court or A commission for fact & just, writing off foreign debt,
removing Sudan name from terrorism list,dealing with the international
resolution concerning Sudan.
(4) A call for National Constitutional Conference based on the
following:
-Establishing Democratic Governance granting Human Rights
-Establishing self decenteerlised Governance
With federalised Authorities
-Allowing the right of the Political Forces with Islamic, National,
Africatitute to compete democraticly as long as they abide by equality in
Citecenship and all State institutions organised, civil, media, should take
national attitude to deter parties exploitation
-Admiting that Sudan have five belinging circles:
Nationalism, Islamic, National, Africatitute and International a base
should be set to ensure harmony in cooperative way
(5) This process necessate all Political Forces should unite their
attitude towards this positive process and should make thoughtfull
reform,reconstructs their bodies to make the required sustainable
Democracy a fact .
We in NUP as a response to this process will act positively with all
stake holders and we shall work hard to crystalise this procedure
(1) The historical Political Forces particularly the National Umma Party
and Unionist shall make thought and structural revise as we are going to
explain it in NUP
(2) Political Foces with modern Islamic should revise their attitude to be
abide by Human Rights, Equality in Citecenship and the Democratic
mechanism
(3) Political Forces with Marxist reference should revise their attitude
towards religion, free market mechanism and democracy and should
observe the positive development in these erea since the first Marxisim
and faliar of the Soviet experience
(4) Foces with Bathist & Nasirism should be abide by giving a profitable
definition for Arabism and accepting other cultures rights under
Citecenship rights and should abide by multiple democracy contrary to
the Nasirism experiences and actual Bathist
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(5) African Foces with African reference should refrain from identifing
Africatitute by ethnicity and should look to all content citezens equally
and should observe the common geopolitical interest
(6) Opposition Forces supporting the margin should be abide by the
required Peace Agreement in United Sudan and refrain from Self
Determination call and accepting the requirements of one State under
Peace Agreement they can form Parties or make alliances with other
Parties carring the same objectives
All thought, Political forces linked with same objectives abroad should
bare in mind that priority is for Sudan and they should refrain from being
followers
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